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We embarked on the Sound Bubble study with one simple goal in mind: to unearth which approach to audio
creative would drive the greatest result for a new brand in market.
To gather a variety of results, we needed to create a variety of messaging to see which was most effective not an easy task with an established, national client. So, we created our own brand: Sound Bubble.

WHY SOUND BUBBLE

MEASUREMENT

As the pandemic forced most of the country
into new living routines, stress levels
were rising. So, we wanted to give people a
tool to help unwind and relax.

We gathered hard metrics using our attribution
tool, SCA Impact, which uses Google Analytics
data to match broadcast advertising activity to
consumer action.

And while all audio listening can reduce stress,
recent studies on binaural (3D) audio suggest
that it is much more efficient in reducing stress
during, and after listening. So that’s why we
built Sound Bubble; home to a range of 3D
audio escapes, all designed to help you relax.

Soft brand metrics (such awareness and
consideration) were gathered via a Brand Lift
study of over 1,200 women aged 18-54 across
the test markets (pre-campaign and
post-campaign).

Source: SCA iQ Australian Audio Logo Index. June 2020.
National. All People n=2,100.
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METHODOLOGY

To reach listeners looking to relax, we promoted Sound
Bubble across SCA’s HIT and Triple M radio stations for
an 8-week period. We used pre-recorded messages
(30-second ads), with a balanced frequency across all
markets to give each spot an equal share of ear.
To improve our testing, four different creative executions
were split across the four major capital cities:

MELBOURNE:
Lockdown.

BRISBANE:
EXECUTION 1
Straight tactical
brand messaging
with no distinct
brand assets.

SYDNEY &
ADELAIDE:
EXECUTION 2
A combination of
brand and tactical
messaging, with
the inclusion of a
distinct BrandSound
and a voiceover to
match the brands
attributes.

PERTH:
EXECUTION 3
We optimized the
Sydney & Adelaide
spots using our
Veritonic creative
benchmarking
platform.
This resulted in a
slightly simplified
spot, which better
focused on the brand
attributes of relaxed,
happy, authentic,
and unique.

Creating our own product – a 3D Audio
relaxation site – gave us the freedom
to develop different messaging to help
determine creative best practice.
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LEARNING
ONE

TACTICAL MESSAGING
DRIVES RESPONSE

PROOF
Execution 1 – our simple direct approach - drove the highest action, with 53% of women 18-54 doing
something as a result of hearing the Ad.
While the overall action as a result of the campaign was 46%.

BRAND TAKEOUTS
When launching your product, keep your messaging focused and simple. To engage the audience start
with the shared problem, the one they are facing and the one your product is addressing; and use the
rest of the ad to showcase how your product is the solution. This will more likely create action and target
the people that are in market actively looking for the problem to be solved. This style of ad requires your
Voice Over to do the heavy lifting, so limit the sound design to give your message ‘room.’

SIMPLICITY
BOOSTS RECALL
PROOF
37% of women 18-54 recalled Execution 1, which used
less copy and fewer sound effects to ensure that there
were minimal distractions around the brand mentions.
While the total campaign recall across all creative was
32%, Execution 1 also drove the highest
prompted awareness of the brand with 18% of
people being able to recall the brand when prompted.

LEARNING
TWO

46%

OF SITE TRAFFIC WAS
GENERATED THOUGH
SIMPLE, DIRECT MESSAGING.

BRAND TAKEOUTS
To boost recall, ensure that the brand mentions have ‘clear space’ around them and that your brand is
mentioned multiple times during the ad (ideally around positive, peak moments).
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LEARNING
THREE

AUDIO LOGOS
IMPROVE RECALL

PROOF
Execution 2’s Scripts, which used the “Slip into your Sound Bubble” sonic trigger, had the highest
prompted ad recall, and drove the strongest association of the brand with this tagline.
This backs up our previous Audio Logo Index with Veritonic, the global leader in audio benchmarking,
which found that audio logos with a melody had 20% higher memorability and brand association than
non-melodic logos.
*Source: SCA iQ Australian Audio Logo Index. June 2020. National. All People n=2,100.

BRAND TAKEOUTS
Convert your brand tagline into a memorable melody. It will increase the likelihood of it being
remembered and recalled.

CURIOSITY HELPS
DRIVE TOP OF
MIND AWARENESS

LEARNING
FOUR

PROOF
While other audio relaxation pages exist,
“Your 3D audio experience” was the statement
most associated with the brand as a result of the
campaign. One respondent said “...it is another
way to relax by the power of sound, and being
3D has me intrigued”.

BRAND TAKEOUTS
Highlighting unique elements of your product
(e.g. 3D audio) will help increase top of mind
awareness by creating intrigue.
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LEARNING
FIVE

REPETITION
DRIVES FAME

PROOF
We saw a +91% uplift in brand association with
“Slip into your [BRAND].” Sydney and Perth
saw the highest increase in this association with
broadcast creative that benefited from
distinctive audio brand assets.

BRAND TAKEOUTS

+91%

IN BRAND ASSOCIATION DUE
TO FREQUENT USE OF CREATIVE
CONTAINING MELODIES

Repeat the associations that you want to be
famous for.

DIFFERENT ADS FOR
DIFFERENT LAYERS OF
THE FUNNEL

LEARNING
SIX

PROOF
Execution 1, which was straight to the point with minimal distractions, drove the highest
prompted awareness with 18% of women 18-54 being aware of the brand once prompted. While the
overall prompted awareness amongst this group was 14%.
Execution 2’s script on the other hand, drove the strongest consideration, with 9% of women 18-54
saying they would consider using the brand. Execution 2’s Script creative included humour, a melody,
and a ‘singable’ brand line, which helped to improve recall.

BRAND TAKEOUTS
The first job of a campaign is to let the audience know about your product, so it is more important to
make this clean and simple. As you move through to other layers like consideration you can then turn up
the dial on the production elements to deliver more of the brand’s personality and to grow likability.
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LEARNING
SEVEN

AUDIO BUILDS
ASSOCIATION

PROOF
Many of the words associated with Sound Bubble didn’t come from what was said, but the feeling the
creative evoked. For example, ‘unique’ was not said in the Brisbane creative, but it was the number-one
word associated with the brand.

BRAND TAKEOUTS
Be as diligent with the sound design as you are with the scripting. They all come together to create
powerful associations.

MORE SPACE
AROUND THE AD =
GREATER RESPONSE

LEARNING
EIGHT

PROOF
Solus Spots, (spots that have no other commercial
messages around them), gave a 33% better
attribution in driving the desired response of
clicks to website.

BRAND TAKEOUTS
Don’t see all ad formats as equal. It’s worth paying
a premium for space, as it will drive better results.
Space around your messages also gives you
room to enhance this premium environment, so
couple this with great creative to further maximise
your return.
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LEARNING
NINE

CASTING.
IS.
CRITICAL.

PROOF
Execution 3 was more colloquial and scored the highest against words “Positive” and “Interested” after
respondents had listened to the ads.
Execution 3 also had the highest prompted recall of the campaign, with 39% of Perth women 18-54
saying they recalled hearing the ad as part of the campaign.

BRAND TAKEOUTS
Invest in finding the right voice for your campaign. Ask SCA to test your VO through the exclusive
Veritonic platform to ensure it represents your unique brand tone.

MAXIMISE EFFICIENCY
BY LEVERAGING
DAYPART LISTENING

LEARNING
TEN

PROOF
Media placement close to the need of the product seemed to help drive website visitation.
It could be inferred that after a hard day of work, people need to relax; therefore, they are looking for
this product. Conversely, when they are in the evening and are more relaxed; the need for the product is
less. Correspondingly, when the need was most; greater visitations occurred.
As an example, ‘Hump Day’ – perceived by our audience as one of the hardest days of the week – was
when visitation spiked. Conversely, Saturdays – when the majority of our audience are more relaxed –
had fewer visitations. Therefore, placing your ads near the need of the product can help drive action.

BRAND TAKEOUTS
Match your creative and your intended response from customers to their mood states across time of
day, and day of week.
E.g.
For action: use tactical ads in places that reflect the products output.
For branding: use brand ads in dayparts that match the consumers’ mood(s).
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SO WHAT’S
THE CONCLUSION?
The findings of this study not only reinforces some of the key principals from the likes of IPA and the
Ehrenberg Bass Institute, but they also provide some new structures and concepts for building effective
audio campaigns. While the single-minded goal was to unearth the best approach to audio creative
(creative that would drive the greatest result for a new brand in market), it is clear from these learnings that
a combination of elements need to be deployed together to best drive effectiveness.
These elements include; engage the audience upfront by connecting with them via the shared problem;
give the Voice space to drive a simple message; use your distinctive assets to say your brand name multiple
times, to drive greater recall and awareness; and there are different ways to communicate, depending on
the portion of the funnel you are trying to push people through.
Another key discovery that was reinforced throughout was that your brand needs distinctive audio assets
from the very beginning; across both the tactical and the branding parts of your campaign. For new brands,
the start of your campaign should be more weighted towards tactical messaging, in order to help drive
sales; but once your campaign matures, your messaging should be more weighted towards branding, in
order to help drive long-term growth. Using this format, and sticking to creative best practice and planning
best practice, will help supercharge the effect for brands.
With the proliferation of audio across multiple platforms, crafting effective audio campaigns has never been
more important. And at SCA we aim to keep discovering the best ways to drive our results for our clients.
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